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A UK North Sea Operator was conducting a programme of plug 
and abandonment activity over a number of subsea wells using 
a Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit (MODU).

To support the operation, Oilenco provided a package of 
downhole equipment, including large bore safety valve hold 
open sleeves and a contingency Annulus Hybrid Plug kit.

During routine operations, the Operator experienced difficulties 
in establishing a satisfactory pressure test against a bridge plug 
that had been set in the annulus tubing.

The tubing hanger featured a 1.875” ‘AF’ landing nipple within 
the annulus bore and therefore the Oilenco Hybrid Plug could 
be set in the hanger profile.  This approach would also eliminate 
any concerns over the condition of the annulus tubing that may 
have contributed to the unsuccessful bridge plug verification 
test.

The contingency Hybrid Annulus Plug was prepared by the 
onboard slickline crew who had previously attended an onshore 
training school.   The Hybrid Plug was successfully set and 
pressure tested allowing this phase of the programme to be 
completed as scheduled.
This event demonstrates the operational effectiveness of having 
planned contingency equipment available, together with trained 
crew members that are familiar with the tools.

Hybrid Plug contingency packages are now frequently mobilised 
for many UK North Sea P&A campaigns.

  “This isn’t the first time that a contingency Hybrid Plug has been 
used following an issue with the primary option.  The simplicity 
of the Hybrid Plug negates the requirement for specialist 
offshore personnel.  Not only does this reduce costs, it broadens 
the capability of the regular offshore crew.  Hybrid equipment is 
both dependable and very easy to operate.” 

With the continuing proven track record of the Hybrid Plug, more 
and more Operators are switching from conventional plugs to 
the new Hybrid technology.  
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